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UMAGE is a Danish word meaning ‘making an effort’, and that’s what we
want to do every day. UMAGE is where beautiful Danish design meets affordability,

high-quality material, and a genuine care for the environment.

Expanding the Clava collection, we are now introducing Clava Wood – a sculptural 

lampshade that illuminates your home with grace and simplicity. 

Crafted from laser-cut wooden lamellas, Clava Wood creates a mesmerising display of 

radiant light, painting beautiful rays on the walls of your space. The wooden details add a 

sophisticated touch of nature to the design and your home, while the organic shape will 

make the lampshade stand out as a sculptural piece.

With its organic shape and minimalist lines, Clava Wood seamlessly adapts to any 

environment, enhancing not only the dining area but also the hallway or bedroom ceilings. 

The lampshade is also an ideal complement to the Santé floor light stand. When combined, 

they make a great floor lamp, creating a striking floor lamp that elevates your living area or 

any corner craving a gentle glow.

The simple yet bold expression of the lampshade, as well as the sophisticated details of 

the wood, will also evoke a sense of understated elegance in hotel lobbies, restaurants and 

cafées alike. 

Embrace simplicity, ground your home, and let Clava Wood bring you closer to nature. 
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Name
Clava Wood, lampshade

Designer
Søren Ravn Christensen 

Design year
2023

Material
Oak, ash and laminated veneer

Dimensions (Ø x H)
38 × 37.1 cm / 15 x 14.6” 

Colours / Variants
Oak
Dark oak
Black oak

Price
529 EUR
479 GBP
3999 DKK
5999 SEK
599 USD

For press material and high res photos, please go 
to umage.presscloud.com. For product loans or 
interviews, please contact PR and Communications 
coordinator, Caroline Nordholt at cno@umage.com 
or tel. +45 31 39 00 36
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